Get Inspired To Give!

Dear Givologist,

Givology is excited to introduce its new summer projects and update you on ways to get involved and give to learning around the world.
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#GIVspiration This Summer

Doing any volunteering this summer? Document your giving on your Instagram page and tag #GIVspiration and @givology to enter your photos into our contest! There will be one $500 grand prize awarded to a student of the winner's choice--this scholarship will be named in the winner's honor. Two runners-up will receive $200 to donate to students through Givology as well. All winners will be featured on Givology's website and other social media outlets. Throughout the summer, we will also be featuring certain Instagram photos in a series called "Instagram Givologist of the Week."

This amazing opportunity not only will change the lives of
who helps artists build presence in the creative sphere, setting up an art exhibition never ceases to be a fulfilling endeavor. Check out our feature of New York City's Art for a Cause event through the eyes of one of its main organizers, Givology co-Founder and President Jennifer Q. Chen. Jennifer believes wholeheartedly that by making purchases of children's photographs and paintings, art owners were not merely acquiring artwork, but instead “buying the stories and creating the futures of children across the world.”

Student Spotlight

Carlos Alberto is a responsible, 15-year-old boy living in Bogota, students whom Givology supports, but it also has the potential to inspire a national movement of giving this summer. We extend and invitation to you today to volunteer, snap photos, and change the world.

Volunteering this summer? Enter our #GIVspiration contest!

1. SNAP YOUR EXPERIENCE
2. GET YOUR FRIENDS TO VOTE
3. WIN $500 TO GIVE TO A STUDENT'S EDUCATION IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY
4. CHANGE THE WORLD

Partner Spotlight

Supporting Kids in Peru, SKIP, is a charity based in

Project Spotlight

SKIP’s vision is to
Columbia. He likes to play soccer and frequently reads in his past time. Computer class is his favorite subject in school, and he hopes to buy a personal computer for his house someday. With a single mother and three sisters, Carlos often finds the financial income of the household constricting his educational opportunities. Carlos genuinely enjoys learning and hopes to continue his education in order to support his family and achieve his aspiration of becoming a doctor or part of the Colombian National Army. To help Carlos receive a better future, visit his student profile.

UK and the US that works in the poverty stricken areas of El Porvenir and Alto Trujillo, located on the North Coast of Peru. SKIP provides children and their families in these areas with the necessary school materials and other supplies in order to keep them engaged in schools and workshops. These families live in immense poverty, struggling to survive with just enough money for food and therefore, cannot afford the additional cost of school materials and supplies. empower children and their families with education so they can become integral agents of change and development in their societies. This is why it aims to relieve any financial burden that the family might face in acquiring this kind of knowledge. This year through Givology, SKIP hopes to raise enough money to purchase Elementary and Middle School workbooks and would be immensely grateful if Givology donors could help in any way. For further information, please visit the project’s Givology page.